
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4364 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest9 August 1996HU ISSN 0374 { 0676NSV07968 IS AN OVERCONTACT ECLIPSING BINARY STARThe variability of NSV07968 (BV105, CSV007493) was announced by Geyer et al.(1955) who indicated that this star was a possible Cepheid with a photographic magnitudevariation from 10:m9 to 11:m5. According to Kholopov (1982), the spectral type of thisobject is A6. NSV07968 can be unambiguously identi�ed with GSC 3070.0345, a starwith a photovisual magnitude (PAL-V1 �lter) of 9.92�0.40.For 10 nights, from 6 May 1996 to 21 May 1996, NSV07968 was observed in the Vband using the 0.4-m telescope at Mollet del Valles Observatory (Spain) and a StarlightXpress CCD camera. As comparison star was used GSC3070.0265 with a photovisualmagnitude (PAL-V1 �lter) of 10.11�0.40.Observations show that NSV07968 is not a Cepheid but an overcontact eclipsing binarystar with a period over 8 hours. Phase curve shows that primary minimum is a transitwith a 0:m28 depth and secondary minimum is an occultation with an average depth of0:m25. It was also observed that Min. I has a distorted shape whereas shape and depth ofMin. II changed from cycle to cycle during the observational period.The following ephemeris was derived:Min. I = HJD2450219.5238 + 0:d3825�E�0.0010 �0.0002Light curve was preliminary solved using Binary Maker 2.0 (Bradstreet, 1993). Forthis purpose, the phase curve was reduced to 100 normal points by dividing it into 100non overlapping identical intervals, and averaging individual observations within eachinterval. Average points were �nally converted to ux. In computing the photometricsolution the following parameters were initially adopted: a mean surface temperatureT1=8300K according to the spectral type of the system, and gravity darkening coe�cientsg1=g2=1 and bolometric albedos A1=A2=1, which correspond to stars with radiativeexternal layers. Limb darkening coe�cients x1 and x2 were set to 0.5.Since there is no spectroscopic information about mass ratio, a search for the solutionwas carried out from q=0.13 to q=0.07, in mass ratio steps of 0.01 between q=0.13 andq=0.10, 0.005 between q=0.1 and q=0.08, and 0.0025 between q=0.08 and q=0.07. Simpleinspection showed that there were no adequate solutions out of the search interval. Asbest �t criterion, minimumscatter of residual values obtained by subtracting the syntheticux curve from normals points was used. Elements of the best solution are given in Table1. Figure 1 shows superimposed phase and synthetic curves.Solution of the light curve of NSV 07968 indicates that this object is an A-type WUMa system with one of the smallest known mass ratios. Additional spectroscopic andphotometric observations should be carried out in order to more accurately determine thephysical parameters of this binary star.
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